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The IGSS version 16 introduces several new features and improvements that strengthen the SCADA based system 

even furhter, especially with focus on the work environment and efficiency for the System Integrators but also several 

improvements that benefits the daily work for the Plant Operators. Some features fulfil direct requests from our 

customers, whereas others are implemented to simplify the use and give the customers a better and easier user 

experience and to meet the various industry standards for SCADA systems.

This release report shortly presents the new features and improvements in IGSS version 16. For more detailed 

descriptions and how-to examples, please visit our website www.igss.schneider-electric.com/whats-new-16/

Improvements in IGSS 16 are focused around these areas:
In version 16 we have added various new and improved areas concerning graph and data visualisation. 

The graph module has been improved to show occuring alarms on the X-axis and thus enables a more accuratly 

pinpoint graph fluctuation and alarm occurances. In addition the newly added XY-plot easly visualises the 

correlation between two IGSS objects based on historical values, offering the operator a simple way to determine 

whether there is a linear or exponential relationship between two data sets. As for monitoring level 2 diagrams we 

added a new Radar chart descriptor to visualise the deviation between actual value and set point for 3 to 6 objects. 

These tools and improvments will provide better opportunity for more in-depth data visualsation and analysis. 

New tools for better and more effective Human-Machine Interface design. Several new functions provide 

a cleaner, more modern, simple “look & feel”. This includes a modernised hover effect of  the Supervise toggle 

full screen functionality for a cleaner Supervise look. To improve the feel, we have added and improved on the 

interaction element. With the new Interaction tab it is now possible to specify what actions a user performs when 

clicking on the mouse buttons. 

Work efficiency for everyone who uses the IGSS SCADA system to monitor plants or design diagrams: now 

enhanced with new design tools. For the system designer it means a new Layer and View tool added for easier and 

more intuitive control of  layers and views. The Faceplate functionality has undergone a major redesign in order to 

improve the design workflow and make it much simpler to use. These changes help increase System Integrators 

productivity when designing diagrams in Definition. 

IGSS Mobile now includes a Job Maintenance functionality which provides the operator to monitor, acknowledge 

and finish jobs out in the field.

“Under the hood” improvements for faster performance in IGSS

Faster and smoother loading of  IGSS diagrams. By chaching images in IGSS V16, the load time of  images has 

been improved significantly, providing a more efficient toggle between diagrams and opening of  new.

New added options to enhance data retrieval for graphs. Auto (Fast) in graphs increases the loading time of  

graphs.

Dialog performance improvement. More specifically you can expect improved performance in: Alarms dialogs, 

State and Commands property page, Alarm Texts dialog, Edit Alarm dialog, the Object Browser dialog, Font toolbar 

and Property Tabel View.

Introduction
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For Plant Operators and System Integrators
The IGSS version 16 introduces several 

new features and improvements with focus 

on the work environment and efficiency for 

the System Integrators and the daily work 

for the Plant Operators.

Improved data analysis

XY-plots 

IGSS now features XY-plots showing the 

relationship between two analog objects 

for a chosen period based on historical 

values. Up to 4 pair of  objects may be 

included on a single XY-plot.  

A Plant Operator/System Integrator can 

create and use XY-plot or embedded  

XY-plot as easy as when creating and 

using a normal IGSS graph. With the XY-plot you can easily determine whether there is a linear or exponential 

relationship between the two data sets. 

In Graphs and XY-plots it is now possible to specify either “Auto (Fast)” or the new “Auto (Precise)” when selecting 

the source of  historical data. The “Auto (Fast)”, as the name indicates, causes IGSS to select the data source that 

produces the fastest results based on the selected periods. For longer periods, the graph or XY-plot will thus be 

based on reduced data to limit the amount of  data that has to be retrieved. For shorter periods, log data will be 

used to achieve the highest precision. The threshold for when reduced data is used, can be configured.

Graphs  

Besides improving on the performance 

of  the graphs and adding the new data 

source choice “Auto (Precise), we have 

also added some new UI improvements 

such as show engineering units on Y-axis 

and alarms on X-axis. 

Alarms on the X-axis can be 

toggled on and off, and the 

function enables operators to 

view configuration wide alarm 

occurrences in the graph to 

see if  there is any correlation 

between an alarm occurrence 

and the change in the object 

data viewed in the graph.

The graph will visualise icons 

depending on whether the 

configuration is running with 

severity icon or without (set up 

in System Configuration).
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Radar chart for quick overview 

Radar chart is another new feature in 

IGSS. The Radar Chart visualises the 

deviation between actual value and 

set point for 3 and up to 6 objects. A 

System Integrator can create a Radar 

chart as easy as creating the well 

known Pie charts and Bar graphs in 

IGSS. 

The System integrator can combine other descriptors with the Radar chart and achieve the look that fits within the 

diagram/faceplate. The purpose of  the Radar chart is to give the Plant Operator a quick overview when monitoring 

level 2 diagrams and makes it possible to quickly determine if  multiple control loops are operating satisfactory. With 

the aid of  visuals it becomes easy to detect if  any deviation occurs between set point and actual value. 

Creating and connecting a Radar chart is as easy and familiar as other descriptors in IGSS. 

Hover effect on descriptors
A Hover effect has been added in Definition and Supervise (see fig.) for better visualisation of  active and clickable 

elements. Clickable elements are now indicated by a light blue frame in Definition. The descriptor beneath the 

mouse arrow is made visable with a a clear hover frame. 

The hover effect makes it a lot easier 

to select transparent descriptors or 

descriptors that are placed on top of  

other descriptors. 

For Supervise, the color can be 

changed in the System Configuration 

module to fit the needed outcome 

and thus avoid conflicting with the 

diagram background color. 
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New Context Menu
In the System Configuration you will find a new ‘Context Menu’ tab. The Context Menu enables the System Integrator 

to define which menu items should be available when displaying the object context menu in Supervise, and also to 

suppress the object context menu all together, if  the system integrator wishes to replace it with custom faceplates.

Maintenance In the IGSS Mobile Application
In the IGSS Mobile app the Operator now have the opportunity to view, acknowledge, add job notes, and complete 

maintenance jobs. This gives a new level of  freedom for the Operator in the field, and an easier overview and 

control of  maintenance. When set up in the Maintenance module, it will be available in the IGSS Mobile app. 
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For System Integrators: Definition UI improvements
Definition Toolbar Facelift

Another UI element that has undergone 

change is the Definition toolbar. In 

version 16 the icons in the Definition 

toolbar have been modernised with the 

use of  a grey color scheme to have a more 

simplistic look, which make them: easy to 

read, simple, recognisable, balanced, and 

consistent.

Designing with Layers

The layer functionality in IGSS has got an overhaul and now functions as a 

tool, accesible from the View menu. The tool increases System Integrators 

productivity when working with multiple views that utilize different layers. 

In the new Layer tool the System Integrator can now fluently shift between 

layers. The new way of  working with Layers and Views provides great 

usability and benefits:

• Hide and show layers

• Activate which layer to work on

• Create diagram or global views

• Choose which layer a descriptor should belong to

• Change between viewing all layers or selected layers

• Change between views. 

Object Menu

The Object menu has been restructured and grouped into functional 

categories that better reflects the workflow of  a System Integrator when 

designing in Definition. The grouping 

also reflects how we catogerise our 

functionalities in the IGSS SCADA 

software. 

Object Type Data Visualization Drawing Components Controls Others
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Descriptor Visibility
In previous years a descriptor had to be indicated as 

visible with both visibility and layer in order to appear 

visible on screen. Now the Vsibility pane in the Descriptor 

properties has a new group: “Combine object and layer 

visibility”. Default, this choice is set to “Visible when both object and layer says visible”. Alternatively, it can be set 

to “Visible when either object and layer says visible”. The feature is added to accomodate that operators once in 

a while wish to see all monitored devices, no matter if  they are in alarm or not. The feature gives the operator the 

opportunity to e.g. toggle between views containing descriptors in a normal state, and when in alarm, another view 

which do not include the descriptors.

New Interaction Tab in Definition
The System Integrator can now decide 

within the interaction tab what details 

should open when the Plant Operator 

clicks on a connected descriptor. It is 

also possible to specify the actions to 

perform when the Plant Operator either 

left-clicks, right clicks, and double-

clicks on a descriptor. 

IGSS Component Library
In version 16 of  the IGSS SCADA 

System, it is now possible to create 

complex descriptors where the System 

Integrator can combine and group 

objects and other descriptors together 

and add them to a library. 

This allows System Integrators to have 

a library of  components and complex 

descriptors which can be used to build 

a design system for the their configu-

ration. It is espeacially usefull, when 

starting new projects, as this will give 

System Integrators a tool to quickly 

import already produced components 

and design diagrams, thus significantly 

reduce production time.

Example of  a component library
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Improved Faceplate Usability

The Faceplate overall functionality 

and use in the IGSS Definition 

module has now been greatly 
improved for V16. To enhance the workflow and productivity for the 

System Integrator, a separate ‘Faceplate’ menu has been added 

in the Definition module from which all operations for faceplate 

masters and faceplates are directly available.

If  you have not been using Faceplates 

ealier, this might be the time to get started. 

The Faceplate allows System Integrators 

to design a master diagram (Master 

Faceplate) and use object placeholders 

($$Objects) to create a template. Such 

template can be used as a scheme from 

which numerous instances (Faceplates) 

can be created very easily, and any desired 

IGSS object whitin the placeholders can be 

added.
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MQTT Gateway

MQTT is a lightweight, publish-subscribe, machine to machine network protocol. It is designed 

for connections with remote locations that have devices with resource constraints or limited 

network bandwidth. 

MQTT is a network protocol, that is often used by IoT devices and Cloud Service Providers for 

giving access to live data in distributed field devices. 

IGSS includes a new “IGSS MQTT Gateway” module that makes it possible to exchange data 

between IGSS and a MQTT Server (Broker). The IGSS MQTT Gateway makes it possible to publish atom values 

from IGSS objects to a MQTT Server on a regular basis (1 second and up).

The gateway can also be configured to subscribe to values from a MQTT server and store those as atom values 

on IGSS objects. The IGSS objects that are being used may either be selected individually or specified using 

wildcards.
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Performance and Improvements
New Notifier “Delay alarm delivey” Function

In IGSS version 16 you can now specify a delay between notifying the backup operators, so if  the primary backup 

operator does not acknowledge the alarm, the next operator in line will be notified and so on ... 

If  no operators reply, the alarm process will restart, and the primary operator will be notified again. 

In the Notifier UI, we call it “Delay alarm delivery between each backup operator by: X minutes”.

Access Backup Files

Settings for Automatic Backup in the System Configuration module now offers the opportunity to allow data retrieval 

of  LOG and BLC data from a backup folder, or a remote host. 

Driver Operation using Multiple Selection

The IGSS System Configuration tool has been extended so that it is possible to select multiple interfaces, nodes, 

and sub-nodes for a driver. Operations such as Copy, Suspend, etc. can then be performed on all selected items in 

one go.

New Format for IGSS License Files

The format of  the IGSS license files “options.txt” has been changed so that it is completely text based. This means 

that a license file can be attached to an e-mail with less risk of  the license file being removed by virus scanners. 
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Other New Features
• Allow faceplate instances to be connected to other faceplate instances, diagrams or graphs so they will open 

simultaneously.

• Calculation feature for running slow historical data functions at low priority.

• Calculation function MyArea will return the area name of  the object holding the calculation.

• Decimal thousand separator for analog value labels.

• Digital template: Copy state names to commands.

• New IO-mode “Station local” for use with e.g. visibility.

• New features and fixes to command line controlled import of  exported group files.

• New internal command #Find for user defined entries in command menu.

• New option description for adding descriptions to command line controlled import of  exported group files.

• OnError() for calculation error handling.

• Option to limit the display of  hidden alarms on diagram references to alarms that has not been acknowledged 

and is not ended.

• Option so server can reject operator stations if  they are not connecting from a predefined IP address.

• Scheduled Calculation: New calculation features make it easier to schedule calculations to specific dates and 

times. The five new functions, all intended to be used in the condition for a timer based calculation, are “Every 

minute at times specified as seconds” in: Every Minute, -Hour, - Day, -Week and -Month. 

• Supervise toggle Full Screen.

• Supervise: Remove caption and/or menu bar in supervise.

• System Configuration: Multi-edit of  interface states.

• Show only named digital states option.

• Transfer a faceplate instance to a new master faceplate.

• Visible size for fixed size diagrams.

Other Performance Improvements
• Auto closing popup diagrams.

• Bug fixes, corrections and GUI improvements.

• Calculation functions for reading GPS coordinates for objects Loading images.

• Caching images to improve load time when toggling between diagrams.

• Dialog controls.

• Export communications packet list to CSV.

• Export RMS reports as CSV.

• Feature to prevent stations from running as anything but a plain operator station.

• ‘Find alarm’ in the alarm list finds nothing if  the object is not referenced in any of  the current displays.

• Improved Supervise pan.

• Notifier status objects stat can be visible from both servers in a dual server environment.

• Notifier Modem signal strength.

• Option to ‘gendhm’ so it can regenerate old HDM values while still generating HDM data for the current day.

• See licensed object counts from ODBC.

• Option to change background color of  Supervise and Definition to match configuration color scheme.

• Option to override time stamps from OPC-UA with current time.

• Option to close connected diagrams.

• Supervise command line option to save a diagram as JPG like you can for graphs.

• SNMP driver Ping feature.

• VLC Viewer ActiveX - New feature VLC Viewer, always alive.
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Learn more

IGSS: Interactive graphical SCADA-

system for control, monitoring and 

optimization of  process plants. Learn 

more at www.igss.com.

Explore and discover all the features 

our Interactive Graphical SCADA 

System has to offer.

IGSS V16 was released in June 2022, 

offering end-users of  the IGSS SCADA 

system as well as system designers a 

variety of  new features.


